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New Availabilities
Softwares
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DSMS 2.5 - IBM MVS, CICS - V04

CORRECTED BUGS

Installation and procedures
DR5J procedure: transactions dated before 01012000 were not correctly retrieved. (C:019859)

The century data is now correctly retrieved.

Events
ABORT correction for DPS7 - Other corrections for DPS8 (C:019417)

Corrections made for DPS7 ABORT and for DPS8 problems
on some 3.0 online help screen calls.

Batch Procedures
DREO: Sort errors did not have return codes in PDSR20 or PDSR30. (C:020196)

DREO: Sort errors did not have return codes
in PDSR20 or PDSR30.

Deletion of explicit keyword from occurrence Definition not to be considered as occurrence
deletion in -M screen (C:020514)

The deletion of an explicit keyword from an occurrence
Definition must not be seen in the -M screen as a deletion
of that occurrence.

Search Function
ABEND AKEA/ASRA when searching on very large generic option. (C:020306)

ABEND AKEA/ASRA when searching on very large generic
option.

Miscellaneous
The journalization date corresponded to the TP connection date instead of the transaction
date. (C:019390)

The journalization date (DB/BJ files) was the TP connection
date and not the transaction date.
This is now corrected.
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AD WORKBENCH 3.0 V05

NEW FUNCTIONALITIES

Administration
In the combo boxes of the Administrator workbench, the "code" and "Label" choices are first
in the lists. (C:022320)

In the combo boxss of the Administrator workbench, the
"code" and "Label" choices are first in the lists.

This is now corrected.

AD workbench station
The generated code structure of a batch program is refreshed following updates. (C:022234)

The generated code structure of a batch program is
refreshed following updates made by the user on fields of
the program impacting the structure of the generated code
as well as the source code.

For the other cases, a Refresh button is
available in the menu bar (updates on other entities
such as Reports and Segments impacting the generated
code).

Revision of the Library Management principle. (C:022296)

Revision of the Library Management principle
(view instances, Library views, initial Library...)
for the view and update of all entities.

Working, call of Data Elements (lines with a I, E or S type): branching on the Data Element
Definition (C:022303)

by pressing a button.

Opening a Program: called macros are no longer automatically assigned to a
program. (C:022495)

To assign called macros to a program, you must select them
in the ’macro-structures call’ tab and activate the
’Visualize macros in the program’ contextual menu.

The taking into account of Libraries is simplified in the ADminitrator Workbench (C:022533)

1 - Modification of the single import
This option imports all instances in view I compared to the
import Library.

2 - Modification of the completion
The import step of all entities descriptions is added
before the downloading of lines.

3 - Modification of the import of referenced entities
When an instance references another entity, the
descriptions of the referenced entity must be
downloaded in view I compared to the storing Library of the
referencing entity.
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Procedural language
Working, call of Data Elements (lines with a I, E or S type): branching on the Data Element
Definition (C:022303)

by pressing a button.

Opening a Program: called macros are no longer automatically assigned to a
program. (C:022495)

To assign called macros to a program, you must select them
in the ’macro-structures call’ tab and activate the
’Visualize macros in the program’ contextual menu.
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CORRECTED BUGS

Administration
AD workbench: Parameters browser - creation of text labels (C:022207)

When a text label was created, the selected language
was not recognized.
This error has been corrected.

Admin: Controls in smartguides of creation. Admin: Controls in smartguides of
creation. (C:022535)

Controls are not correctly managed when data is entered in
smartguides of creation. It seems that only the first input
made in a field is controlled. If, after other fields have
been valued, you want to modify an input, the new
value entered is not controlled.
Example : when creating a profile, you enter correct data
and then you modify the profile code by adding a blank
character, no control is performed and you can validate
the input: a red cross appears on the entity and if you
double-click on it, a coding error is displayed in
the choice field.
The creation should not be validated if the input in the
fields contain errors.
This is now corrected.

AD workbench station
AD workbench: Parameters browser - creation of text labels (C:022207)

When a text label was created, the selected language
was not recognized.
This error has been corrected.

Sending of the update transactions flow (header, descriptions) when creation of depending
MEs descriptions (C:022485)

Sending of the update transactions flow (header,
descriptions) when creation of depending MEs descriptions
The creation flow must take into account the following
constraint: the update of lines in a header is possible
only if the child header does not exist.
Action is required in the
PifMetaEntityAccessor#updateMetaEntityDatas method which
concerns the sending of updates/creations and deletions
as well.
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